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Distance of Monitors from Vertical riser :
- Average 20 mt (Max 30 mt)
- Average Cable for floor : 260 mt (considering 13 monitors).

Distance of Entry panels from Controller :
- Average 100 mt (max 150 mt for active output 12V)

3x twisted pair (Cat 5) + Fig 8

1x twisted pair (Cat 5) - BPT X2 bus

1x twisted pair (Cat 5) - CAN bus

1x twisted pair + Fig8 (monitors with local power )
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SFERE GROUP is an Australian owned business, operating in across Australia / New Zealand 
as an Importer and Distributor for worldwide leading producers of  Security and Automation 
systems carefully designed and created for Residential purposes. We proud ourselves of  
our high level of  customer service and vast experience of  technical support across all our 
product range.

Our commitment to stock availability is man-
aged across two warehouse facilities based 
in Sydney. We have the capabilities to dis-
patch orders, (same day locally) and be re-
ceived within 24hours to most capital cities

The commitment of  overseas producers and 
the customer service oriented management 
allow us to guarantee availability of  missing 
parts, or big quantity for specific projects 
within acceptable timing (2/3 weeks).

 

Controller Module 

WIEGAND READER 

 

Product specification 

CATALOGUE 

The Impro Wiegand Reader 

Module (WRM) is one of the 

new, 3rd-generation, Access 

Portal Cluster Modules from 

Impro Technologies. 

 
This Cluster Extension Module 

may be plugged into an existing 

Cluster (or connected to a 

Cluster Controller Module via S-

Bus) to add full Anti Pass-back 

(APB) control of one door, or 

Single Entry Access Control of 

two doors. 

 
The Module has two full-featured 

Wiegand Reader Terminals with 

their associated Relays, Door 

Open Sense and Request To Exit 

digital inputs. 

 
The Wiegand Reader Module is 

presently available as a Cluster 

Module in a black ABS plastic 

Housing - and a PCB Card version 

for installation into an IPS 

(Integrated Power Supply) 

Housing.  

 

 
   
 
 
 

 

We provide full technical back 
up on all products we promote 
and distribute. 

Our technical documentation is 
clear and easy to follow for any 
professional installer in fit offs, 
final commissioning or when con-
ducting routine maintenance.

PERLA
Audio and video receivers

Perla is the line of wall-mounted hands-free video and audio 

receivers, a real jewel of sophisticated Made in Italy design and 

advanced technology. Perla stands out for its personality and 

elegance, with its soft curving lines and the central control panel on 

which the functions form a perfect circle. All only 31 mm thick.

In the video version the 3.5" LCD colour display and hands-free audio 

offers excellent audio-video quality with very low consumption.

Perla is available in the Ice white and Fusion black colourways 

that make it suitable for any living space.

  A soft, modern look

  Excellent audio and video quality

  Blue backlighting of luminous central panel

Models and colours

COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS

2 wires

internet protocol

Colour video receivers

Ice white Fusion black

Fusion black

Ice white

Audio receiver
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Were here to support your existing installer
If  needed, we can suggest a skilled one if  you 
don’t have your preferred Installer. 

Software programming and most common 
trouble¬shooting actions are easily supervised 
by our technical staff, utilising a team viewer 
session.
 
If  more specific support is requested we can 
organize (on a case by case basis) tailor made 
on site support



Established in 1985, HDL is a global 
com¬pany that manufactures cust-
omised building automation prod-
ucts, and pro¬fessional stage lighting 
equipment. Having a truly worldwide 
presence, HDL offices can be found 
in over 80 countries.

The solutions provided by HDL fall into four distinct 
cate¬gories: HDL Buspro Home/Building automation system, HDL 

KNX/EIB Bus series, HDL Wireless and HDL Architectural/Theatre Lighting Control 
system. Our products and solutions promote energy-savings, centralised control, comfort, 
conve¬nience, added security to customers across the globe.

HOME 
AUTOMATION

- Residential
- Hospitality
- Commercial
- Marine



BPT (now part of  CAME Group) is a leading 
Ital¬ian manufacturer of  Audio/Visual Entry Sys-
tems since 1953. By having all manufacturing car-
ried out in Italy, the design, production and qual-
ity con-trol of  all systems and parts can be strictly 
con¬trolled. BPT systems include a 3 Year Warran-
ty.

Thanks to the XIP Video Entry system BPT brings 
the ability to receive video calls from your front door 
via your favourite Android or Apple smart phone/
tab¬let while at or away from the home/office

VIDEO ENTRY SYSTEMS 
(Intercom systems)



Impro Technologies is South African Company, with 
over 20 years’ experience in the manufacturing in-
dustry. Impro design, develop and manufacture 
class-leading access control systems, exporting to 
more than 65 countries

Impro products use the latest electronic 
technolo¬gy; have platform independence (pure 
Java) source code, web-browser based structure 
for complete network communication, and true 
open architec¬ture at their core. This allows a link 
to even the most complex ERP systems, such as 
SAP

STANDARD FEATURES :

- Quick to install, simple to configure 
- Time and event triggered actions
- Door mode patterns
- Access Group
- Programmable holiday
- Tag programming
- Multiple tags per tagholder
- Tag expiry
- Tag suspension facilities
- Anti passback control
- SQL database
- Customised operator security facilities
- Customisable web reports
- Browser based user interface
- Auto hardware configuration
- IP controllers
- Web visitor enrolment
- Biometric integration
- Multi site
- Password protected 
- Encrypted communications

ACCESS CONTROL
- Residential
- Commercial
- Multi Sites



GARD4 
Designed for a range of large openings up to 3,75 m / 12,3 ft, the new GARD 
barriers are the ideal solution for control of roads and parking areas for
industrial and public use.
The GARD series is available in the 230V AC motor and the 24V DC
motor versions.

Automatic 
road barriers

The new series
offers many new
features, all marked
by innovation

A blend of design and modern
technology of illumination: the 
exclusive incorporated flashing light 
with a lighted LED diffuser needs no 
special maintenance and ensures 
complete visibility of the warning    
light.

The protective guard on the
bar is a standard feature  to
protect the user from possible risk
when the bar is in rotation.

Perfectly integrable:  the safety 
photocells are applied directly onto 
the bar and integrate harmoniously 
and aesthetically with the automa-
ted device.

Command electronics: pro-
tected by a die-cast aluminium 
guard, it is positioned to make 
any type of intervention extremely
practical.

Differentiated sensitivity 
spring: for exceptional balancing 
of the bar.

Elliptical tube bar with rubber 
shock-resistant profile: cuts 
down on wind drag, to ensure pro-
per operation even in extremely 
windy conditions.

 

Round tubular bar: an electronic 
contact automatically interrupts the 
power supply voltage as soon as 
the inspection door is opened.

Intermittent lighted cable cord: 
superior visibility of the arm and maxi-
mum durability of the light fixtures.

Global entry control

The GARD series automatic barrier system can be connected to many of the CAME access
control systems that allow identification, memorization, and entry and exit only to authorized
personnel. The equipment can also be integrated with a global access control system for specific 
departments in a company or the services offered by a collective or condominium structure.

The GARD series barriers are constructed with next-generation electronic
controls that guarantee total control of the automatic system, improving
and increasing the usual safety and control functions, such as:
 
> comprehensive AUTOTEST of all the safety devices connected to the system prior to

 activating the motor (electronic autotest).

> electronic control of the movement of the bar with obstruction detection

 (anti-crushing function).

> a safety feature even when the bar is stationary: all controls are invalidated if an

 obstruction is detected by the safety devices.

Electronics

Streets, parking areas, collective areas or simply specific functional and
security needs of the system can call for the use of a GARD system with
24V technology.
 

> Frequent black out
 The electronics of a GARD 24 system automatically recognize a lack of power and
 activate emergency operation with special auxiliary batteries.

> Keep speed in check
 For total service, the 24V electronics enable the operating speed to be adjusted depending
 on whether the situation requires faster or slower openings and closings.

> Intensive traffic
 The low-voltage motor ensures operation of the barrier for intensive traffic conditions,
 such as streets, parking areas and other areas entailing constant, intensive operation.

> Rapid transit

 The 24V technology regulates the barrier opening time between 8 and 4 seconds.

24V barriers

Also available as
a set or with
synchronous action

Thanks to the additional 
RSE card the barriers 
can be installed
facing each other or
be synchronised with
the “compass” function
at the same access 
point.

CAME Cancelli Automatici is one of  the largest 
auto¬mation manufacturers in the world. All motors 
and electronics are manufactured and assembled in 
Italy, enabling CAME to proudly display the “Made in 
Italy” logo and offer a 2 Year “Back to Base” Warranty.

Automation systems for residential and industrial 
en¬trances, parking and access control solutions

Besides the usual control and safety functions, Axo’s new 230V electronics
provide certain details that allow for total control of the operator
and optimal working conditions of the same. Here are some examples:

 
> Total control of the gate from the transmitter
 control including the possibility of immediately stopping the movement of the gate leaves.

> Possibility of programming the gate to partially open
  Ideal for all entrances that don’t have a specific pedestrian gate.

> System’s active safety-devices test
 performed prior to each gate opening and closing cycle.

The 230V electronics

Axo is EN TESTED

When total comfort, performance and safety are needed, Axo’s
technology elevates the potential to the highest standards, meaning: 

 
> Controlled impact forces
 Thanks to laboratory testing carried out on a door sample, all versions of Axo are
 European standard EN12445 and EN12453 compliant, in terms of impact forces.

> No more blackouts
 Axo’s 24V electronics automatically detect any absence of power and immediately
 activate the emergency back-up batteries, to always open and close the gate (optional).

> Frequent passages
 The low-voltage gearmotor guarantees functioning even in the harshest of working
 conditions, such as in apartment blocks and industrial facilities.

> Obstacle detection
 A special electronic circuit constantly sweeps for any obstacles to the gate leaves,
 and if needed stops or inverts the direction of motion.

In the event a careful analysis of the automated gate’s risks were to require it, the use of sensitive safety infrared or contact edges 
becomes indispensable. In the event of panel gates, and very windy conditions, we suggest installing the 230V version.

Radio transmitter

Gate plate

Flashing light
Antenna

Photocells
Photocell post

Photocells
Photocell post

Electric cable
junction box

Axo operator

Connection
control board

Safety sensitive 
edges

Emergency 
batteries 

card

Control panel
Radio receiver

Switch

Axo operator

Standard installation

GATE AUTOMATION

    - Sliding  & Swinging Gates
    - Boom Gates & Bollards



Milesight is a profession-
al high-tech enterprise 
specia¬lised in designing 
and man¬ufacturing the best 
in class megapixel network 
cameras with superior image 
quality, exceptional flexibility 
and reliability for IP video 
sur¬veillance.

IP CCTV

- Bullet & Dome
- Indoor & Outdoor
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